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I

Policy
It is the policy of the Springfield Police Department to maintain a unit of professionallytrained crisis negotiators. The purpose of this unit will be to resolve, through negotiation,
selected incidents that have significant potential for violence. The presence of a trained
negotiation team has been shown to reduce the risk of injury and loss of life to citizens, police
officers, and suspects when called upon to assist in the resolution of critical incidents such as
barricaded subjects and hostage situations.
During a crisis incident, it is the policy of this organization to consider the lives of hostages,
civilians, and law enforcement officers to be the priority. When possible, the Crisis
Negotiation Team and other personnel should resolve crisis incidents through negotiation, but
the Special Response Team should also develop and be prepared to employ tactical
alternatives in the event crisis negotiations fail.

II

Definitions
Barricade Situation – A standoff created in any location, fortified or not, by an armed or
potentially dangerous person who is refusing to comply with police demands for
surrender/compliance.
Barricaded Subject – Any individual in a stronghold position who is reasonably believed to
be a threat to commit serious physical injury or death to themselves, officers, or others in the
community.
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Crisis Negotiation – A non-violent law enforcement effort in which a trained crisis negotiator
uses negotiation strategies and tactics to gain the voluntary surrender of a hostage taker,
barricaded subject, or a subject threatening suicide.
Hostage – A person held against their will by the threat or actual use of force. No distinction
should be made as to how or why the person was taken hostage.
Hostage Situations – The holding of any person(s) against their will by an armed or
potentially dangerous person(s).
Hostage Taker – An individual, or a member of a group, who holds a hostage for any of a
variety of motivations (freedom, publicity, financial gain, emotionally disturbed, seeks
escape, etc.).
Potential Suicidal Subject – A person who communicates the intent to engage in selfdestructive behavior and who possesses the means of committing suicide.
III Procedure
1

CRISIS NEGOTIATION TEAM STRUCTURE
1.1 The Crisis Negotiation Team (CNT) consists of the following:
1.1.1 CNT Commander – Special Response Team (SRT) Lieutenant;
1.1.2 CNT Supervisor/Team Leader (rank of sergeant);
1.1.2(a) The CNT Supervisor/Team Leader will normally be a sergeant, but may be
a corporal if no trained crisis negotiators hold the rank of sergeant.
1.1.3 CNT Members.
1.1.3(a) The CNT is made up of 12 members (four three-person teams) in addition
to the CNT Supervisor/Team Leader. Members may be officers, corporals,
or sergeants.
1.2 CNT chain of command includes the CNT Supervisor/Team Leader, CNT/SRT
Commander or Incident Commander, the applicable captain, UOB Major, and the Chief
of Police.

2

DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
2.1 CNT/SRT Commander
2.1.1 Responsible and accountable for the overall operation of the CNT.
2.1.2 The operational supervisor of the Team Leader and commander of officers,
corporals, or sergeants assigned to the CNT.
2.1.3 Assumes the responsibilities of Incident Commander upon arrival.
2.1.4 Ensure crisis negotiation efforts are established and delegate crisis negotiation
responsibilities to the Crisis Negotiation Team Leader.
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2.1.5

Establish reliable and secure communication with the Tactical and Negotiation
Operations Center.
2.2 Crisis Negotiation Team Leader
2.2.1 The Crisis Negotiation Team Leader will normally be the sergeant who has been
assigned as the CNT Supervisor. When the assigned CNT Supervisor is unable to
perform their duty due to temporary absence, they shall designate an acting CNT
Leader.
2.2.1(a) If the CNT Leader or Acting CNT Leader is unable to respond to a crisis
incident, the senior-ranking, trained crisis negotiator will serve as the
operational CNT Leader.
2.2.2 The Crisis Negotiation Team Leader will not have decision-making responsibility
or authority for any other team or function responding to the crisis incident.
2.2.3 The Crisis Negotiation Team Leader shall have the following
duties/responsibilities:
2.2.3(a) Assign and supervise trained primary and secondary crisis negotiators, intel
officer, and support a tactical alternative in the event crisis negotiations fail;
2.2.3(b) Facilitate communication between the subject and the CNT members via
phone, MegaVox, throw phone, or any other reasonable means available
with the safety priorities in mind;
2.2.3(c) Assist the Incident Commander with assessing the crisis incident and
developing a crisis negotiation strategy;
2.2.3(d) Establish and maintain a crisis negotiation operation center near the scene;
2.2.3(e) Ensure the crisis negotiation operation center is free of distraction and
unauthorized personnel;

2.2.3(h)

Establish reliable communication with the Incident Commander and the
command post;

2.2.3(j)

Request specialized personnel in support of the Crisis Negotiation Team
effort (e.g. interpreter);
2.2.3(k) Provide periodic updates to the Incident Commander as necessary;
2.2.3(l) Establish and maintain direct communication with the Tactical Team in the
event a tactical resolution becomes necessary;
2.2.3(m) Supervise the collection of intelligence gathered by the Crisis Negotiation
Team. Provide relevant intelligence to the Incident Commander and the
command post;
2.2.3(n) Develop a plan for continued negotiations in the event of a protracted crisis
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incident;
2.2.3(o) Designate and maintain a location separate from the crisis negotiation
operation center to be used to interview all witnesses and released hostages;
2.2.3(p) Refer media inquiries to the Public Affairs Officer or Watch Commander;
2.2.3(q) Conduct a post-incident debriefing with all members of the Crisis
Negotiation Team.
2.3 Crisis Negotiation Team Members (Crisis Negotiators/Intel Officer)
2.3.1 Direct line supervisor is their unit/section supervisor, with the CNT Supervisor or
Acting CNT Leader having operational authority during CNT operations and
training days.
2.3.2 CNT members shall have the following duties/responsibilities:
2.3.2(a) Primary responsibility is to their full-time assignment, being subject to
emergency call-outs by the CNT;
2.3.2(b) Attend and participate in all scheduled CNT full-team training days;
2.3.2(c) Maintain a chronological record of events within the crisis negotiation
operation center;
2.3.2(d) If needed, maintain incident information charts within the crisis negotiation
operation center which reflect the intelligence necessary to support the
negotiation effort, if needed;
2.3.2(e) Develop, manage, and follow up on intelligence leads;
2.3.2(f) Interview and debrief hostages immediately following their release;

2.3.3

Negotiators should not function as the investigators on crisis incidents. Patrol
and/or detectives will be responsible for investigating the incident.
2.4 Psychological Services
2.4.1 Psychological/mental health support services are available to assist during crisis
incidents and will be contacted, if necessary.
2.4.1(a) Psychological support will be rendered by a mental health professional who
has a contractual agreement with the Springfield Police Department to
provide such services.
2.4.2 Psychological support will provide crisis negotiators with a professional, objective
opinion regarding the mental state of the subject/suspect.
2.5 General Guidelines
2.5.1 It is the intent of this organization to present a unified, coordinated, and properlystaffed response to crisis incidents. The management of barricade or hostage
situations will be the responsibility of the Incident Commander, who will
coordinate all components of the crisis response to resolve the incident as safely,
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2.5.2
2.5.3

efficiently, and effectively as possible.
Only officers trained and assigned to the Crisis Negotiation Team will serve as
crisis negotiators.
At no time will any person, law enforcement or civilian, be allowed to enter a crisis
incident site in exchange for a hostage or other concession by a subject.

2.5.6 All officers responding to a crisis incident shall:
2.5.6(a) Wear body armor;
2.5.6(b) Wear distinctive team clothing;
2.5.6(c) Be armed;
2.5.6(d) Coordinate their movements with the Tactical Team prior to moving within
the inner perimeter.
2.5.7 The assigned primary crisis negotiator is exclusively responsible for
communicating with the subject. Requests to negotiate on behalf of this
organization by the subject, witnesses, friends, family, clergy, or other law
enforcement personnel not trained in crisis negotiations are not authorized.
2.5.8 Any decisions which result in actions that contradict organizational policy will be
documented by the Incident Commander and will include the rationale for arriving
at the decision.
3

PROCEDURE FOR ACTIVATING THE CRISIS NEGOTIATION TEAM
3.1 CNT activation to a critical incident will take precedent over all non-emergency
assignments. Within the Springfield Police Department, the CNT can be requested by
the Watch Commander or their designee. Requests should be directed to the CNT
Supervisor.
3.1.1 An exception to this would be a hostage situation, which would authorize any
officer on scene the ability to request a CNT response.
3.2 Requests for the CNT by outside agencies should be directed through the CNT chain of
command and must be authorized by the Chief of Police, or in their absence, the acting
Chief.
3.3 Outside of emergency situations, CNT activation requests will be made through the
CNT Team Leader, SRT Commander, or Uniform Operations Bureau Commander.

4

PRE-INCIDENT BRIEFING
4.1 A pre-incident briefing will be conducted by the CNT Leader or their designee. The
purpose of this briefing is to ensure that all officers involved have a clear understanding
of the operation and their role in it.
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5

CRISIS NEGOTIATION TEAM SELECTION PROCESS
5.1 The nature of CNT operations requires disciplined, well-trained, professional police
officers. Accordingly, the CNT will select team members through a fair and objective
process intended to measure those qualities deemed to be most important in meeting the
CNT’s operational objectives.
5.2 When openings occur on the CNT, a selection process will be conducted to establish an
eligibility list for appointment to the CNT.
5.2.1 Applicants for the position of Crisis Negotiator must have a minimum of three
years full-time experience with the Springfield Police Department from the date of
last hire and be in good standing.
5.2.2 Applicants must have a satisfactory work record with respect to employee
evaluations and Internal Affairs complaints.
5.2.3 Negotiators may hold the rank of sergeant or below.
5.2.4 The CNT Supervisor shall be the rank of sergeant, unless no sergeant with crisis
negotiation training is available. In such instances, a corporal may be the CNT
Supervisor.
5.3 Desirable personality traits for Crisis Negotiators include the following:
5.3.1 Exceptional interpersonal skills;
5.3.2 Emotional maturity;
5.3.3 Be a good listener;
5.3.4 Excellent interviewing skills;
5.3.5 Ability to effectively communicate with persons from a variety of socioeconomic
backgrounds;
5.3.6 Strong commitment to the negotiation approach to conflict resolution.
5.4 Selection Process
5.4.1 When a vacancy exists, an IDC will be posted stating qualifications and the
deadline for submission of a letter of intent. The selection process will consist of
an oral interview and past performance review.
5.4.1(a) Oral interview – This exercise is designed to test the applicant's problemsolving ability, as well as, verbal and listening skills. Those attributes and
a commitment to a negotiation approach will be the rating dimensions.
5.4.1(a.1) The interview board will consist of three members. Interview
board members will be selected by the CNT Commander and shall
include the CNT Supervisor.
5.4.1(b) Performance Review – The applicant's work record with this department
will be examined including past job performance. To be considered, the
applicant must have satisfactory employee evaluations and not have
excessive sustained internal or external complaints.
5.5 Final Selection
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5.5.1
5.5.2

Successful applicants will be ranked in order based on the outcome of the oral
interview and background investigation.
Their names will then be submitted through the Chain of Command for final
selection.

IV Attachments
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